Frequently asked questions about rolonof hire
Q: What is a rolonof bin?
A: A rolonof bin is a large container that is used by people who have lots of waste or big
bulky items that they need to dispose of.
Q: How is hiring a rolonof bin different to hiring a
skip?
A: A rolonof bin is delivered on an 8 wheel vehicle
instead of a 6 wheel vehicle so will require greater access for delivery. The bins are 20
ft/6.1 metres long so will take up more space on your premises. A lot of companies also
charge for these bins differently on a transport and tonnage basis rather than an ‘all in
price’ that you will probably find with skip hire.
Q: What can I put in a rolonof bin?
A: There are a range of different size bins that you can hire. You can put bulky
construction waste in all sizes but inert waste such as concrete or soil cannot go in the
larger sized bins as this waste will make the bin too heavy for the lorry to lift up.
Q: Why would I hire a rolonof instead of a skip or a grab lorry for my inert waste?
A: A rolonof bin is a good alternative if you have a lot of inert waste but don’t have much
room to store piles of material. The soil or hardcore/concrete can be put straight in to
the bin when it is removed and then taken away. Plus, if you have a lot of this material,
it should work out cheaper to hire one rolonof bin than to hire the equivalent of 3 skips.
A rolonof bin can usually also be left on site for a timescale to suit your project.
Q: What access will I require to hire a rolonof bin?
A: Rolonof bins are delivered on an 8 wheel vehicle which requires good access to be
able to site a bin. For safe delivery, the driver will require the length of the vehicle as
well as the length of the bin (which is approximately 20ft/ 6.1 metres) as the bin is rolled
off the back of the vehicle on delivery. The bin is then collected by being lifted on to the
back of the vehicle so this access must always be maintained. The width and height
required are also important considerations so we have listed the dimensions of our
vehicles below:
32 ton Rolonof Lorry
Height – 14.10ft/4.3m
Width – 10.2ft/3.10m
Length – 30.5ft/9.3m

